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Red Wash Found above the 
Water Table on the Southern 
Elevation of the Main Block 

Project Summary 
 
The red wash investigation officially began in June 2004 when paint conservators Susan Buck and Christine 
Thomson collected their first samples of red wash from the exterior of the mansion.  The locations for the samples 
were selected by Mark Wenger, the Montpelier restoration’s historical architect, and Susan Buck.  As more 
surviving areas of wash were discovered, additional samples were collected.1  A total of forty-two samples were 
eventually taken and out of those samples twenty-four revealed evidence of a red wash.  The red wash samples 
were collected from a range of exterior surfaces and a special emphasis was placed on finding samples within a 
known temporal context.  The primary purpose of the investigation was to determine the composition of the red 
wash found on the mansion, to discover if red wash had been applied to the Montpelier mansion during the c. 1825 
restoration period, and to isolate a specific color that could be used to replicate the restoration period wash.  In 
addition to the primary goals, the investigation also sought to establish how washes were applied to exterior 
brickwork over the entire lifetime of the building.   
 
To help answer the question regarding the composition of the washes an effort was also made to establish what type 
of wash was traditionally used in Virginia’s central Piedmont region during the restoration period.  Samples were 
taken from three other historic structures that had clear evidence of surviving washes.2  Several of these samples, as 
well as samples from Montpelier, were sent to the Winterthur Museum Scientific and Analytical Laboratory for 
elemental analysis.3  While the results of the analysis are not detailed in this report, they did confirm the use of a 
lime-based wash at Montpelier as well as at the three regional sites.   
 
In regards to the existence lime wash at Montpelier during the restoration period, one sample, which was found on 
the cellar door jamb of the Period III (c. 1809) south wing (SB-EX-16), appears to meet the project’s two remaining 
primary goals.  The sample records five generations of washes (including two generations of red wash) and 
indicates that multiple generations of washes had been applied to the mansion prior to the c. 1850 stuccoing 
campaign.  While it remains theoretically possible for these washes to all date to the five-year period after 
Montpelier was sold out of the Madison family in 1844, it is an unlikely assumption in light of evidence on the 
application of washes at other historic sites.  Therefore sample SB-EX-16 substantiates the presence of a red wash 
during the restoration period and establishes its color. 
 
 
Analysis of the Evidence 
 
Locations of surviving samples of red wash  
 
As shown on the elevations included in the appendices, traces of red wash were 
found on a majority of the mansion’s exterior surfaces.  On the west elevation red 
wash was found below the water table across all three periods of brick work.  Above 
the water table, red wash was found on a section of Period II masonry associated with 
the base of the Period II pilaster.  White washes were also found on the West 
elevation, where they were used to pick out the semi-circular arches over the wing’s 
cellar windows and doorways. 4   
 
On the north elevation red washes were found below the water table on the main 
block (on Period II brickwork) and white wash was found on the wing below the 
water table (in an area that appears to have been used as a service yard).  The 
                                                 
1 In August and November of 2004 Susan Buck collected more samples on site , in December 2004 by mason Raymond Cannetti sent 
approximately six samples to Susan Buck, in October of 2005 by paint conservation intern Natasha Loeblich removed two samples of red 
wash from and, finally, in May of 2006 by Susan Buck.    
2 Pavilions III and VIII at the University of Virginia, Birdwood in Albemarle County and Somerset in Orange County. 
3 SEM-EDS elemental analysis and dot mapping 
4 Mark Wenger indicates that white washes were also applied around the basement windows on the Pavilions at UVA.   
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Period II Red Wash found 
Encapsulated behind c. 1870 
Plaster in the North Cellar 

Passage 

SB-EX-1 
Found Behind the North Portico 

Pilaster 

presence of white wash in this location is also visible in an 1818 watercolor by Baroness Du Neuville, which also 
shows a slave associated with the space.   
 
During the course of the investigation, the largest number of samples were taken from the eastern elevation and red 
wash was documented on or below the water table for all three periods.  Red wash was also found above the water 
table within the colonnade (although this sample is skewed more towards pink than any of the other samples so far 
found), on the south wing and on the eastern face of the southern chimney.  As with the façades of both wings, 
samples of white wash were found on the semi-circular arches over the cellar windows and doors, demonstrating 
that they had also been picked out in white as some point.     
 
Remains of washes on the south elevation were found below the water table to the west of the south wing and on 
the northern wall of the south cellar passage encapsulated under c. 1860 plaster.  Finally, a large area of wash was 
found several feet above the water table on the eastern corner of the elevation (on Period I masonry) and between 
the c. 1809 and c. 1850 flashing reglets.   
 
 
Date Ranges for the Surviving Red Wash Samples 
 
Ideally the investigation would have produced a sample found on a Period III substrate 
that was subsequently encapsulated during the Period III painting campaign.  No such 
sample was found and the only area of existing red wash that can be irrefutably dated to a 
specific building campaign is found below the water table on the south wall of the north 
cellar passage.5  While this area was not sampled, clear evidence of a red wash was 
found applied to Period II brickwork, which was then covered by a stair stringer in 
Period III and subsequently encapsulated with plaster in c. 1860.  While red wash in this 
location is not directly relevant to how the exterior of the mansion was treated during the 
restoration period, it does establish the presence of red washes on exterior brickwork 
prior to 1809.   
 
Of the remaining 23 samples, all but a handful were found without a context that 
would provide information on the mansion’s pre-1844 appearance.  Most of these 23 
samples are characterized by a single layer of red wash that was not found stratified 
among other finishes and was not encapsulated behind pre-c. 1850 building 
materials.  Also, because of the variations in the colors that Susan Buck has experienced in her attempts at 
replicating specific red washes, she relates that any attempt to divine the different periods of red washes through 
minor shifts in hue or saturation would be unreliable.  So while these samples provide important information on the 
locations of the historic washes, they do not help define if a red wash was found on the mansion during the 
restoration period. 
 
However, seven of these 23 samples do have a useful context, and so are quite revealing.  The first sample is SB-

EX-1 which was found associated with a paint ghost that references the portico’s 
northern pilaster’s torus.  Mark Wenger’s initial theory regarding the sample was 
that it must have been applied after the c. 1797 building campaign because the 
portico itself dates to the second building period.  Susan Buck substantiated 
Wenger’s theory in her initial report on the exterior coatings from December of 
2004 by finding that the wash sits on top of the paint ghost.  In a report submitted 
in June of 2006, Buck clarifies the chronology further by relating that a dirt layer 
is not found between the two coatings.   As Buck points out, this means the “red 
wash associated with the north pilaster had to date to just after the completion of 

                                                 
5 One possibly reason for not finding such a sample is because washes were customarily applied after the woodwork was installed and 
painted, as is shown in samples SB-EX-1 through SB-EX-4. 
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RC-4 
Found On Eastern Face of  

the South Chimney

SB-RW-9 
Under Northern 

Colonnade Pilaster 
Paint Ghost 

the portico.”  Therefore the red wash found in sample SB-EX-1 is most strongly associated with the second 
building period or c. 1797.  Additional evidence regarding the sample was also found in sample SB-EX-4, which 
was taken from Period II brickwork behind the same pilaster.  No red wash was discovered in this location, 
showing again that the pilaster was installed and painted prior to the masonry being red washed.   
 
The second sample with multiple layers was found by mason Raymond Cannetti on the east face of the central 
chimney (RC-4) and was removed from a brick substrate.  The stack dates to the first 
period of construction (c. 1765) and the sample includes a primary layer consisting of 
an unpigmented whitewash followed by a red wash.  Sample RC-3 was also taken 
from approximately the same location, but only one layer of red wash was 
discovered, further complicating the analysis.  An opportunity for further research on 
the chimney stack’s finish is found on the portion of the stack that was encapsulated 
in c. 1797.  The brickwork, which has remained covered since c. 1797, appears to 
have the remains of a very ephemeral red wash as well as what could be trace 
evidence of a white wash.  Because of the subtle nature of the surviving washes, no 
definite statements can be made until further analysis is completed.6  
 
Sample SB-EX-52, the third sample that contains a relevant context, was found on the eastern elevation at the level 
of the colonnade deck.  The sample is composed of two distinct layers, with the primary layer consisting of an 
unpigmented whitewash and the second layer being a reddish paint associated with the Period III decking.  The 
purpose of the initial white wash is undetermined at this time.  However, white wash was used in Period III for 
work areas and to pick out the semi-circular arches on the wings, so the wash remnants could indicate a similar use 
on the eastern elevation prior to the construction of the Period III colonnade.   
 
The fourth sample that exhibits striation (SB-RW-9) was found near the capital of the 
colonnade’s northern pilaster.  Consisting of a surviving pinkish wash that was covered with 
a layer of white paint, the sample remains an enigma and the pink color is unique in the 
study.  While the sample is found on masonry that dates to Period II, additional examples of 
the pinkish wash can also be found associated with the ghost for the capital of the south 
pilaster (which was installed against Period I masonry).  The stratigraphy of the sample 
suggests that the area under the colonnade was coated with a different, and much lighter, 
lime wash.   
 
Samples five through seven (SB-RW-5, SB-EX-17, and SB-EX-16) of the subgroup described above, are all 
associated with the cellar windows and doors of the Period III wings.  Photographs from before the stucco remnants 
were cleaned from the mansion’s brickwork, as well as surviving wash evidence, confirms that the semi-circular-
brick arch supports above the cellar windows and doors, as well as the door jambs, were picked out with an 
unpigmented white wash.  The three samples listed above are associated with these areas and reveal, especially in 
the case of SB-EX-16 and SB-EX-17, that these elements were subjected to repeated washings.   
 
SB-RW-5 was found on the face of the south wing’s western cellar window arch.  Two layers of unpigmented 
white wash were found in the sample’s cross-section, suggesting more than one campaign of white washing.  The 
sixth sample, SB-EX-17, was removed from the middle of the arch over the cellar door on the South wing’s eastern 

                                                 
6 Evidence for a white wash on the chimney stacks can also be found in the documentary record.  The c. 1802 watercolor of the west 
elevation by William Thornton clearly shows corbelled sections of the chimneys picked in white, while the lower portion of the stacks, and 
the house as a whole, appear to be colored to represent a pale red wash. Similarly Du Neuville water color also shows the corbelling 
picked out in white.  Unfortunately, RC-3 and RC-4 were found on approximately the middle of the exposed stack and they can not 
corroborate or disprove the evidence found in the water colors.   
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SB-EX-16 
Jamb of South Wing’s 
Eastern Cellar Door 

elevation.7   Five distinct layers of unpigmented white wash were found in this location, indicating that this 
entrance was heavily used prior to the c. 1850 stuccoing campaign and therefore required more frequent application 
of washes.  The seventh, and most interesting sample, SB-EX-16, was found on the door jamb for the south wing’s 
eastern cellar entrance.  Again five layers of washes were found, but instead of unpigmented white washes, the 
sample contains two layers of red wash interspersed between three layers of white wash (starting from the masonry 
substrate, the stratigraphy is (1) white wash, (2) red wash, (3) white wash, (4) white wash and, finally, (5) red 
wash).  While this sample supports the supposition that the associated door was heavily used between the date of 
construction (c. 1810) and the first stuccoing campaign (c. 1850), it also reveals that the Montpelier mansion was 
coated with more than one generation of red wash sometime after c. 1809. 
 
To further clarify the evidence, a theory using on what is known about the progression of construction in Period III 

and the five layers found in sample SB-EX-16 has been developed.  First a white wash 
was applied in c. 1810 when the south wing was completed and the kitchen was 
immediately put into service by James Madison’s mother and Montpelier resident, 
Nelly Madison.  The wash would have been applied over all interior surfaces as well as 
the door jambs and, as is revealed in SB-EX-17, the exterior face of the supporting 
arch.  The second layer (a red wash) was then applied to all exterior brickwork after the 
third construction period was completed in 1812.8  The wash was needed at this stage 
in order to unify the new brickwork with the masonry that had been red washed during 
the second construction period (and possibly Period I).9  Subsequent heavy use between 
1812 and 1844 (when the mansion was purchased by Henry Moncure), required that 
two additional coats of unpigmented white wash be applied to the door jambs and 
supporting arch.  Finally, after Moncure secured full ownership of the mansion, he 
again initiated a red washing campaign as part of an effort to address the neglected 

maintenance issues.10  A similar build up of lime washes, including additional evidence of a red wash being applied 
over multiple layers of unpigmented whitewashes can also be seen on the jambs for the western elevation doors 
leading into both the north and south wing cellars, although these areas have not been sampled or analyzed.   
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The fact that there was a red wash applied to some part the Montpelier mansion’s exterior brickwork prior to the 
third construction period (c. 1809) as well as before the first stucco campaign in c. 1850 is indisputable.  However, 
questions still remain regarding timing of the wash(es) that were applied between c.1809 and c. 1850.  Specifically 
what needs to be known is if Madison ordered a red wash to be applied after the third construction period was 
completed or if the washes were applied between 1844 and c. 1850 when the first generation of stucco was applied.  
The primary pieces of physical evidence that help to resolve this question are the multi-layered samples SB-EX-16 
and SB-EX-17.   Because it is known from studies at other sites that multiple years usually separated wash 
generations, the build up these ephemeral layers indicates that the approximately four-to-six-year period between 
the first sale of Montpelier and the initial stuccoing campaign would be inadequate.  Therefore the earliest layers in 
the samples must have been deposited prior to the c. 1844 sale.11  
 

                                                 
7 Due to the fact that the exterior white wash that picked out this door’s exterior arch stopped at the grade level, it has been suggested that 
this opening may have originally been a window.  However, the traces of red wash still visible on the jambs several feet below the original 
grade level strongly suggests that this opening had been a door prior to the c. 1850 stuccoing campaign. 
8 The third construction period was completed sometime just prior to December 12, 1812 when the final section of the bill was submitted. 
9 Samples SB-EX-1, SB-RW-6 and the wash behind the Period III stair in the north cellar all provide evidence for a Period II red washing 
campaign.  
10 The source for this statement come from an account written by Charles Ingersoll in 1836, which reads “The house . . . is decayed and in 
need of inconsiderable repairs.” 
11 Mark Wenger relates that it took forty-two years for seven layers of white wash to build up at the St. George Tucker House in 
Williamsburg, VA, giving an average of one coat every six years. 
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It is also important to place the evidence found during the Montpelier red wash investigation alongside regional 
patterns.  Several studies, as well as a wealth of personal observations by many architectural historians and 
architects, makes it clear that these washes were common to the point of ubiquity throughout much of Virginia 
from the mid-18th century to the mid-19th century.12 The regional patterns also help to answer questions about 
where specifically the washes were applied on buildings (i.e. was it common to only apply washes below the water 
table or only on principal facades?).  While some evidence can be found of washes being only applied to specific 
areas of a building (such as at Westover in Charles City County), it appears that most washes were applied 
uniformly over the entire structure, although that much more research needs to be done to substantiate this point.   
 
The investigation also sought to find a sample of red wash that could be dated to c. 1809 in order to supply a color 
match for any replicated washes. As stated above, the sample of red wash that has the greatest chance to be 
representative of the wash visible in c. 1825 is layer two from sample SB-EX-16.  However, as stated above, it can 
not be used as a key to determine other washes of the same generation.  As Susan Buck writes, “I am less confident 
about the ability to use color to discriminate between red wash generations,” although she does think opacity could 
be a useful marker to determine different red wash campaigns.13 
 
 
Recommendations for Further Investigations 
 
At this point the investigation may have gathered from the mansion as much information relevant to the Period III 
wash as possible.  While additional areas of unsampled red wash are found outside of the west elevation cellar door 
jambs, the ability of samples from these locations to relate any new information on the exterior red wash found on 
the mansion during the restoration period is limited (although samples that demonstrate three or more layers of red 
wash would help to show that the mansion was red washed more than twice between 1812 and c. 1850).  And 
finally, while the house itself has undergone what might be the most intensive investigation for red washes yet 
undertaken in Virginia, a general accounting of the specific applications of red wash at sites within the larger region 
has not been undertaken and a greater understanding of these regional contexts would help to establish the validity 
of any red wash applied to the restored mansion. 

                                                 
12 See Lounsbury “Color Washes and Penciling on Bricks and Mortar Joints in the Chesapeake”; Buck “Paint Cross-Section Microscopy 
Report – Montpelier Exterior Paint Analysis Phases II” and Cross-Section Paint Microscopy Report – Montpelier Exterior Paint Analysis 
Phase III”;  
13 Susan Buck, Memo regarding on-going Montpelier red wash discussion.  July 24, 2006 
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Appendix I: Red Wash Samples Analyzed by Susan Buck 
 
Samples Containing Red Wash - Sorted by Sample Number 
 
 
 

Sample # Elevation Feature Location Date Range Color(s) (in order starting from substrate) 
      

SB-EX-1 West, MB North Pilaster Paint Ghost Overlapping white paint ghost@Torus c. 1797-c1855 White paint; red wash (no dirt layer) 
SB-EX-2 West, MB North Pilaster Just under North Pilaster Torus c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
SB-EX-3 West, MB North Pilaster Just outside of Pilaster Torus c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
SB-EX-8 West, MB Wall 1st mortar joint above water table c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
SB-EX-16 East, Wing South Wing Cellar Door Jamb, approximately 3' from grade c. 1809-c1855 white; red; white; white; red (all washes) 
SB-EX-17 East, Wing South Wing Cellar Door Approximately in the Middle of Arch c. 1809-c1855 white; white; white; white; white (all washes) 
SB-EX-22 South, MB Wall, below water table Southwest corner c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
SB-EX-41 East, Wing Wall, below water table East of Cellar Door c.1809-c1855 Red wash 
SB-EX-52 East, MB Colonnade at deck level c.1809-c1855 Whitewash; red paint 
SB-EX-98 West, MB Wall, above water table (16 crses) just inside of north pilaster ghost  c. 1797-c.1855 red wash 

RC-1 South, MB Wall  Between c1809&c1855 reglets c.1809-c.1855 red wash 
RC-2 South, MB Wall Between c1809&c1855 reglets c.1809-c.1855 red wash 
RC-3 Center chimney P.I Chimney East Face c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
RC-4 Center chimney P.I Chimney East Face c.1765-c.1855 whitewash; red wash 
RC-5 South, MB c.1765 Wall, below water table 8 courses below water table c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
RC-6 East, wing South Wing Wall Above water table c.1809-c.1855 red wash 

SB-RW-2 North, Wing North Wing, below water table approximately mid-wall c.1809-c.1855 whitewash 
SB-RW-3 West, Wing North wing cellar window arch c.1809-c.1855 whitewash 
SB-RW-5 west, Wing south wing cellar window arch c.1809-c.1855 White; white (all washes) 
SB-RW-6 South, MB wall below water table behind P.III stair c.1797-c.1855 red wash 
SB-RW-8 east, MB On Water table Just north of south door c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
SB-RW-9 East, MB Wall, above water table Just outside of pilaster capital ghost c.1809-c.1855 pink wash 
SB-RW-14 North, MB Wall, below water table Near Madison Grade c.1797-c.1855 red wash 
NL-EX-99 West, MB Wall, above water table (21 crses) Just inside of north pilaster ghost  c. 1797-c.1855 red wash 
NL-EX-100 West, MB Wall, above water table  Just inside of north pilaster ghost  c.1797-c.1855 red wash 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Samples Containing Red Wash - Sorted by Location 
 
 

Elevation Sample # Feature Location Date Range 
Color(s) (in order starting from 

substrate) 
      
Center chimney RC-3 P.I Chimney East Face c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
Center chimney RC-4 P.I Chimney East Face c.1765-c.1855 whitewash; red wash 

East, MB SB-RW-8 On Water table Just north of south door c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
East, MB SB-RW-9 Wall, above water table Just outside of pilaster capital ghost c.1809-c.1855 pink wash 
East, MB SB-EX-52 Colonnade at deck level c.1809-c1855 Whitewash; red paint 

East, Wing SB-EX-16 South Wing Cellar Door Jamb, approximately 3' from grade c. 1809-c1855 white; red; white; white; red (all washes) 
East, Wing SB-EX-17 South Wing Cellar Door Approximately in the Middle of Arch c. 1809-c1855 white; white; white; white; white (all washes) 
East, wing RC-6 South Wing Wall Above water table c.1809-c.1855 red wash 
East, Wing SB-EX-41 Wall, below water table East of Cellar Door c.1809-c1855 Red wash 
North, MB SB-RW-14 Wall, below water table Near Madison Grade c.1797-c.1855 red wash 

North, Wing SB-RW-2 North Wing, below water table approximately mid-wall c.1809-c.1855 whitewash 
South, MB SB-EX-22 Wall, below water table Southwest corner c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
South, MB RC-5 c.1765 Wall, below water table 8 courses below water table c. 1765-c1855 red wash 
South, MB RC-1 Wall  Between c1809&c1855 reglets c.1809-c.1855 red wash 
South, MB RC-2 Wall Between c1809&c1855 reglets c.1809-c.1855 red wash 
South, MB SB-RW-6 wall below water table behind P.III stair c.1797-c.1855 red wash 
West, MB SB-EX-98 Wall, above water table (16 crses) just inside of north pilaster ghost  c. 1797-c.1855 red wash 
West, MB NL-EX-99 Wall, above water table (21 crses) Just inside of north pilaster ghost  c. 1797-c.1855 red wash 
West, MB SB-EX-1 North Pilaster Paint Ghost Overlapping white paint ghost@Torus c. 1797-c1855 White paint; red wash (no dirt layer) 
West, MB SB-EX-2 North Pilaster Just under North Pilaster Torus c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
West, MB SB-EX-3 North Pilaster Just outside of Pilaster Torus c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
West, MB SB-EX-8 Wall 1st mortar joint above water table c. 1797-c1855 red wash 
West, MB NL-EX-100 Wall, above water table  Just inside of north pilaster ghost  c.1797-c.1855 red wash 

West, Wing SB-RW-3 North wing cellar window arch c.1809-c.1855 whitewash 
West, Wing SB-RW-5 south wing cellar window arch c.1809-c.1855 White; white (all washes) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Samples Containing Red Wash - Sorted by Date 
 

Date Range Sample # Elevation Feature Location 
Color(s) (in order starting from 

substrate) 
      
c. 1765-c.1855 RC-3 Center chimney P.I Chimney East Face red wash 
c. 1765-c.1855 SB-RW-8 East, MB On Water table Just north of south door red wash 
c. 1765-c.1855 SB-EX-22 South, MB Wall, below water table Southwest corner red wash 
c. 1765-c.1855 RC-5 South, MB c.1765 Wall, below water table 8 courses below water table red wash 
c.1765-c.1855 RC-4 Center chimney P.I Chimney East Face whitewash; red wash 
c. 1797-c.1855 SB-EX-1 West, MB North Pilaster Paint Ghost Overlapping white paint ghost@Torus White paint; red wash (no dirt layer) 
c. 1797-c.1855 SB-EX-2 West, MB North Pilaster Just under North Pilaster Torus red wash 
c. 1797-c.1855 SB-EX-3 West, MB North Pilaster Just outside of Pilaster Torus red wash 
c. 1797-c.1855 SB-EX-8 West, MB Wall 1st mortar joint above water table red wash 
c. 1797-c.1855 SB-EX-98 West, MB Wall, above water table (16 crses) just inside of north pilaster ghost  red wash 
c.1797-c.1855 NL-EX-99 West, MB Wall, above water table (21 crses) Just inside of north pilaster ghost  red wash 
c.1797-c.1855 NL-EX-100 West, MB Wall, above water table  Just inside of north pilaster ghost  red wash 
c.1797- c.1855 SB-RW-6 South, MB wall below water table behind P.III stair red wash 
c.1797- c.1855 SB-RW-14 North, MB Wall, below water table Near Madison Grade red wash 
c. 1809-c.1855 SB-EX-16 East, Wing South Wing Cellar Door Jamb, approximately 3' from grade white; red; white; white; red (all washes) 
c. 1809-c.1855 SB-EX-17 East, Wing South Wing Cellar Door Approximately in the Middle of Arch white; white; white; white; white (all washes) 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-EX-41 East, Wing Wall, below water table East of Cellar Door Red wash 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-EX-52 East, MB Colonnade at deck level Whitewash; red paint 
c.1809-c.1855 RC-1 South, MB Wall  Between c1809&c1855 reglets red wash 
c.1809-c.1855 RC-2 South, MB Wall Between c1809&c1855 reglets red wash 
c.1809-c.1855 RC-6 East, wing South Wing Wall Above water table red wash 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-RW-2 North, Wing North Wing, below water table approximately mid-wall whitewash 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-RW-5 West, Wing south wing cellar window arch White; white (all washes) 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-RW-3 West, Wing North wing cellar window arch whitewash 
c.1809-c.1855 SB-RW-9 East, MB Wall, above water table Just outside of pilaster capital ghost pink wash 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Appendix II: Locations of Red Wash Samples Keyed to the Montpelier Mansion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Sample SB-EX-1
One Layer of Red Wash Found 

Overlapping Paint Ghost at 
Torus

Portico
North Pilaster

Sample SB-EX-2
One Layer of Red Wash Found 

Just Inside of Torus Paint 
Ghost

North Wing Southwest Corner
Red Wash Spanning Corner

West Elevation
Red Wash North of Portico

South Wing

Sample SB-RW-5
Right side of Center Arch
Two Layer of Whitewash

Sample SB-RW-3
Top of Center Arch

One Layer of Whitewash

Wash Samples Found on the West Elevation
Montpelier Redwash Study



Wash Samples Found on the North Elevation
Montpelier Redwash Study

Sample SB-RW-14
One Layer of Red Wash (on Mortar)

Sample SB-RW-2
One Layer of Whitewash

North Wing, North Elevation
Whitewash Below Watertable

North Elevation
Red Wash Below Watertable

North Elevation
Red Wash Below Watertable

North Elevation, Main Block
Red Wash on North Wall North 

Cellar Passage



Wash Samples Found on the East Elevation
Montpelier Redwash Study

Sample SB-EX-16 (Inside Jamb 
of Door)

Five Layers of Washes: Red 
Washes found on Fifth (top) and 

Second Layers

Sample SB-EX-17
Taken from Top of Arch

Five Layers of Whitewash

South Wing
Cellar Door

Sample RC-4 & 3
Red Wash on East Face of 

Chimney

Sample SB-RW-9
Beside and Under Pilaster Ghost

One Layer of Pinkish Wash 

Sample SB-EX-41 
Found Just South of Cellar Door

One Layer of Lime Wash

Northeast Corner
Red Wash Spanning 
Corner Below Water 

Table

North Wing
Cellar Door with 

Visible Whitewash

Sample SB-RW-8 
Redwash Found on 

Watertable Just North 
of Doorway

Sample RC-8
Red Wash Above Watert-

able on South Wing

Sample SB-EX-52
 Above Watertable on Colonade 
One Layer of Whitewash under 

Red Paint



Wash Samples Found on the South Elevation
Montpelier Redwash Study

Sample RC-2
Found Between c. 1809 and c. 

1855 Reglets

Sample SB-RW-6b
Behind c1809 Stair on c. 

1764 Masonry One coat of 
Red Wash

Sample SB-RW-6a
Behind c1809 Stair on c. 1764 

Masonry One coat of Red Wash 
over one coat of Whitewash

Southwest Corner, Below 
Watertable

Wash on c. 1764 masonry and 
c. 1809 Repairs

S. Foundation 
Wall, c. 1764

Southeast Corner
Red Wash Found Above Watertable

Sample RC-1
Found Between c. 1809 and c. 

1855 Reglets



Appendix III: Montpelier Period III Elevations Rendered with a Conjectural Red Wash 



Montpelier Redwash Study
Conjectural West Elevation Wash Rendering



Montpelier Redwash Study
Conjectural North Elevation Wash Rendering



Montpelier Redwash Study
Conjectural East Elevation Wash Rendering

Single Color Wash

With Pink Wash Under Colonnade



Montpelier Redwash Study
Conjectural South Elevation Wash Rendering


